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New non-existence proofs for ovoids of Hermitian polar spaces
and hyperbolic quadrics
John Bamberg, Jan De Beule and Ferdinand Ihringer
Abstract. We provide new proofs for the non-existence of ovoids in hyperbolic spaces of rank at least
four in even characteristic, and for the Hermitian polar space H(5, 4). We also improve the results of
A. Klein on the non-existence of ovoids of Hermitian spaces and hyperbolic quadrics.
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1. Introduction
Finite polar spaces (of which finite classical polar spaces are a subclass), are the natural geometries for
the finite classical simple groups. The main geometric property of polar spaces, as shown by Buekenhout
and Shult [7], is the so-called one or all axiom. A polar space is a point-line geometry1 with the property
that if P is a point and ℓ a line not incident with P , then P is collinear with either all points of ℓ or with
exactly one point of ℓ. Polar spaces are some of the most important examples in the theory of incidence
geometries and provide a rich class of spherical buildings. We will be interested in finite classical polar
spaces which arise from equipping a finite vector space with a sesquilinear or quadratic form, and they
are the only finite polar spaces of rank at least 3 [26].
According to Dembowski [13, footnote page 48], an ovoid of a projective space is defined for the
first time by Tits in [25], where Tits began his introduction with reference to the works of Barlotti and
Segre ([4] and [21, 20]) on arcs and caps of finite projective spaces. The connection with polar spaces is
due to Tits’ geometric construction of the Suzuki groups 2B2(2
2h+1) (see also [25]), where Tits’ ovoids
can also be realised in a second sense, as ovoids of a particular finite classical polar space (i.e., rank
2 symplectic spaces). Furthermore, the Ree groups 2G2(3
2h+1) can also be naturally constructed from
ovoids of a certain family of finite classical polar spaces (i.e., rank 3 parabolic quadrics). In 1974, J. A.
Thas [26] synthesised these objects as ovoids of finite polar spaces; a set O of points such that every
generator meets O in exactly one point.
To use the words of J. A. Thas [24], ovoids of finite polar spaces have “many connections with and
applications to projective planes, circle geometries, generalised polygons, strongly regular graphs, partial
geometries, semi-partial geometries, codes, designs”. In [23], the existence and non-existence of ovoids of
finite polar spaces was first investigated, and a striking pattern emerges when one looks to the known
examples: the existence of ovoids of finite polar spaces simulates the results of Tits for ovoids of projective
spaces. That is, ovoids seem to exist only when the rank of the geometry2 is small. Shult [22, §2.2] all but
conjectures that if a finite polar space of rank r possesses an ovoid, then r 6 4. Thas [23] showed that
this property holds true for the symplectic and elliptic polar spaces, but also for Hermitian polar spaces
in even dimension. The best known bounds on ovoids of Hermitian spaces and hyperbolic quadrics are
due to Blokhuis and Moorhouse [5, 19]. For instance, if p is prime and q = ph, there are no ovoids of
Q+(2r+1, q) when pr >
(
2r+p
2r+1
)
−
(
2r+p−2
2r+1
)
. Thus for p = 2 or p = 3, we see that no ovoids exist for r > 4.
Cooperstein [8] gave another proof that Q+(9, q) has no ovoids for q even by relating the existence of an
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1in fact, a partial linear space
2The rank of a geometry is simply its number of types of object.
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ovoid in the quadric to the maximum size of a cap in a symplectic polar space. We give a geometric proof
for the non-existence of ovoids of Q+(9, q), q even (Section 4), that utilises a direct parity argument in
the hyperbolic quadric.
For Hermitian spaces H(2r − 1, q2) in projective spaces of odd dimension, Moorhouse [19] proved
that no ovoids exist when
p2r−1 >
(
p+ 2r − 2
2r − 1
)2
−
(
p+ 2r − 3
2r − 1
)2
.
Again, this bound implies that for r > 4, H(2r − 1, q2) has no ovoids if q ∈ {2, 3}. Using a combinatorial
argument in an inductive way, Klein [18] proved that no ovoid of H(2r−1, q2) can exist for r > q3+1, which
although not as powerful as the Moorhouse bound, has a simpler proof and provides greater insight into
the existence of ovoids of Hermitian spaces. Using a particular tight set we provide a stronger induction
base for Klein’s argument, that improves his bound to r > q3 − q2 + 2 (Section 6).
The only result known for the non-existence of ovoids of Hermitian polar spaces with rank less than
4 is the theorem of De Beule and Metsch [10] that H(5, 4) has no ovoid. We provide a proof for the
non-existence of ovoids of H(5, 4) (Section 5) based on the use of particular intriguing sets. The method
employed in [10] relies on the characterisation of ovoids in H(3, 4), whereas our proof observes a parity
argument within H(5, q2). Hence our proof opens the way for further investigation into the existence of
ovoids of H(5, q2) for q > 2.
2. Preliminary background
Throughout, we will use the symbol q for a prime power q := ph, p prime and h > 1, and we will denote
the the finite field of order q as GF(q). The vector space of dimension d over GF(q) will be written as
V (d, q), and PG(n, q) will denote the projective space with underlying vector space V (n+1, q). Let f be
a (reflexive) sesquilinear or quadratic form on V (n+1, q). The elements of the finite classical polar space
P associated with f are the totally singular or totally isotropic subspaces of PG(n, q) with relation to f ,
according to whether f is a quadratic or sesquilinear form. The Witt index of the form f determines the
the dimension of the subspaces of maximal dimension contained in P ; the rank P equals the Witt index
of its form, and the (projective) dimension of generators will be one less than the Witt index. Hence, a
finite classical polar space of rank r embedded in PG(n, q) has an underlying form of Witt index r, and
contains points, lines, . . . , (r − 1)-dimensional subspaces. The elements of maximal dimension are called
its generators.
We will use projective notation for finite polar spaces so that they differ from the standard notation
for their collineation groups. For example, we will use the notation W(d− 1, q) to denote the symplectic
polar space coming from the vector space V (d, q) equipped with a non-degenerate alternating form. Here
is a summary of the notation we will use for finite polar spaces, together with their ovoid numbers (which
we define below).
Table 1. Notation for the finite classical polar spaces, together with their ovoid numbers.
Polar Space Notation Collineation Group Ovoid Number Type e
Symplectic W(d− 1, q), d even PΓSp(d, q) qd/2 + 1 1
Hermitian H(d− 1, q2), d odd PΓU(d, q) qd + 1 3/2
Hermitian H(d− 1, q2), d even PΓU(d, q) qd−1 + 1 1/2
Orthogonal, elliptic Q−(d− 1, q), d even PΓO−(d, q) qd/2 + 1 2
Orthogonal, parabolic Q(d− 1, q), d odd PΓO(d, q) q(d−1)/2 + 1 1
Orthogonal, hyperbolic Q+(d− 1, q), d even PΓO+(d, q) qd/2−1 + 1 0
Let P be a finite polar space defined by a sesquilinear or quadratic form f , and let X be a point of of
the ambient projective space. Then X⊥ is the set of projective points whose coordinates are orthogonal to
X with respect to the form f . Note that when f is a quadratic form, it determines a (possibly degenerate
when q is even), symplectic form3 g, and two projective points X and Y are orthogonal with relation
to f if, by definition, they are orthogonal with relation to g. The set of points X⊥ is a hyperplane, and
when X is a point of P, the hyperplane X⊥ is the tangent hyperplane at X to P . For any set A of points,
A⊥ := ∩X∈AX
⊥. The following result is fundamental in the theory of finite classical polar spaces.
3When f is a quadratic form, g(v, w) := f(v + w)− f(v) − f(w) is an alternating form.
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Lemma 2.1. Let Pr be a finite polar space of rank r, r ≥ 2, and let X be a point of Pr. Then the set of
points X⊥ ∩ Pr is a cone with vertex X and base a polar space Pr−1 of rank r − 1, of the same type as
Pr.
As a consequence, the elements of a finite polar space Pr incident with a point X ∈ Pr induce a
polar space of rank r − 1 of the same type, which is called the quotient space, and which is sometimes
denoted as X⊥/X . Equivalently, projecting the elements from X onto any hyperplane π not on X , will
yield a finite polar space isomorphic with Pr−1 embedded in the subspace π ∩X
⊥, [16, p. 3]4.
Definition 2.2. Suppose that P is a finite polar space. An ovoid is a set O of points of P such that every
generator of P meets O in exactly one point.
The non-existence of ovoids in higher rank is implied by the non-existence of ovoids in low rank.
Projection from a point X not in an ovoid is well-known to produce an ovoid of the quotient polar space
(see [17, §2]), which we reproduce below.
Lemma 2.3. Let O be an ovoid of a finite polar space Pr of rank r > 3 and embedded in PG(d, q), and
let X be a point of P not in O. Then O induces an ovoid OX in a polar space embedded in PG(d− 2, q)
of the same type but of rank r − 1.
Proof. The quotient space X⊥/X is a polar space Pr−1 of rank r − 1. Each generator of Pr meets O in
exactly one point, so after projection from X , the induced generators of Pr−1 meet the projection of O
in exactly one point. So O induces an ovoid OX of Pr−1. 
More information on the existence of ovoids of all finite polar spaces (and references for these
examples) can be found in [9].
3. Intriguing sets of strongly regular graphs
This section repeats the theory of intriguing sets of finite polar spaces as considered by [2, 3, 14] in the
more general context of strongly regular graphs. All the results in this section are due to Delsarte [11, 12].
We include them to make the paper more self-contained.
Let Γ = (X,∼) be a graph, where X is a set of vertices, and ∼ is a symmetric relation with
∼ ⊆ X ×X . We say that two vertices are adjacent if they are in relation ∼. We say that Γ is strongly
regular with parameters (n, k, λ, µ) if each of the following holds:
(i) The number of vertices is n.
(ii) Each vertex is adjacent with k vertices.
(iii) Each pair of adjacent vertices is commonly adjacent to λ vertices.
(iv) Each pair of non-adjacent vertices is commonly adjacent to µ vertices.
The adjacency matrix A of Γ is matrix over C indexed by the vertices X with (A)xy = 1 if the vertex
x and the vertex y are adjacent and (A)xy = 0 if the vertex x and the vertex y are non-adjacent. If
0 < k < n− 1, then the adjacency matrix of A has exactly three eigenvalues k, r, and s [6, Theorem 1.3.1
(i)]. The eigenvalue k has multiplicity 1, and the all-ones vector j is one of its eigenvectors. The other
eigenvalues satisfy
r =
λ− µ+
√
(λ− µ)2 + 4(k − µ)
2
, (1)
s =
λ− µ−
√
(λ− µ)2 + 4(k − µ)
2
. (2)
Let V+ and V− be the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues r and s, respectively. Since A is a
symmetric matrix over C, the eigenspaces of A yield an orthogonal direct sum decomposition of Cn:
C
n = 〈j〉 ⊥ V+ ⊥ V−.
The parameters of a strongly regular graph are constrained by a wealth of well-known equations.
For our purposes, we need the following three equations [6, Theorem 1.3.1]:
nµ = (k − r)(k − s), sr = µ− k, k(k − λ− 1) = (n− k − 1)µ. (3)
Following the theme of [2], we will introduce the notion of a weighted intriguing set of a strongly
regular graph.
4If (V, f) is a formed space, and X is a totally isotropic subspace of V , then we can equip the quotient vector space X⊥/X
with the form f ′ defined by f ′(X + u,X + v) := f(u, v), which is the algebraic counterpart of the geometric statement.
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Definition 3.1. Let χ ∈ Cn and ǫ ∈ {−,+}. We say that χ is a weighted intriguing set if χ ∈ 〈j〉 ⊥ V ǫ. If
χ is a 0-1-vector, then we say that χ is an intriguing set. We call a weighted intriguing set χ in 〈j〉 ⊥ V−
a weighted ovoid. We call a weighted intriguing set χ in 〈j〉 ⊥ V+ a weighted tight set. We say that a
collection of intriguing sets have the same type if they are either all weighted ovoids, or if they are all
weighted tight sets.
In the language of Delsarte, an intriguing set is a design for the association scheme arising from the
strongly regular graph. The following result is due to Delsarte [11, 12].
Lemma 3.2. Let Γ = (X,∼) be a strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, λ, µ), 0 < k < n − 1 and
adjacency matrix A. Let r and s be the eigenvalues of A different to k. Let χ ∈ Cn. Then
(jχ⊤)2k + s(nχχ⊤ − (jχ⊤)2) 6 nχAχ⊤ 6 (jχ⊤)2k + r(nχχ⊤ − (jχ⊤)2).
Equality holds on the left hand side if and only if χ is a weighted ovoid. Equality holds on the right hand
side if and only if χ is a weighted tight set. In particular, if χ is a 0-1-vector, then
(jχ⊤)2k + sjχ⊤(n− jχ⊤) 6 nχAχ⊤ 6 (jχ⊤)2k + rjχ⊤(n− jχ⊤).
If the vector χ is the characteristic vector of a set Y ,5 then χAχ⊤/jχ⊤ = χAχ⊤/|Y | is the average
number of adjacent vertices in Y . A coclique of a graph is a set of pairwise non-adjacent matrices (i.e.,
χAχ⊤ = 0), while a clique is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices (i.e., χAχ⊤ = x(x−1)). In the collinearity
graph of a finite polar space, cocliques are traditionally called ovoids if they satisfy the first inequality of
Lemma 3.2, and cliques are traditionally called tight sets if they satisfy the second inequality of Lemma
3.2. We will adopt the same terminology for strongly regular graphs. Lemma 3.2 makes it clear that
the characteristic vector χ of an ovoid is a weighted ovoid with jχ⊤ = nss−k , and that the characteristic
vector of a tight set is a weighted tight set6 with jχ⊤ = 1 − ks . Consistent with this definition, we call
a weighted ovoid χ a weighted m-ovoid if jχ⊤ = m nss−k , and we call a weighed tight set ψ a weighted
i-tight set if jψ⊤ = i(1 − ks ). If a weighted m-ovoid χ is a 0-1-vector, then we say that χ is an m-ovoid.
If a weighted i-tight set ψ is a 0-1-vector, then we say that ψ is an i-tight set. We identify 0-1-vectors
with the corresponding sets of vertices. Then this is consistent with the usual definitions of m-ovoids and
i-tight sets which can be found [3].
The following result is crucial for the investigation of intriguing sets.
Lemma 3.3. Let χ be a weighted m-ovoid. Let ψ be a weighted i-tight set. Then χψ⊤ = mi.
Proof. By definition, there exist χ− ∈ V− and ψ+ ∈ V+ such that χ = m
s
s−k j+χ− and ψ = i(1−
k
s )j/n+
ψ+. The vectors χ and ψ are orthogonal, hence χψ
⊤ = mi ss−k (1−
k
s )jj
⊤ = mi. 
Let G be a group of automorphisms of the graph Γ. We say that G acts generously transitive on Γ,
if for all vertices x, y ∈ Γ, there exists an automorphism g ∈ G such that xg = y and yg = x. We say
that a weighted intriguing set is non-trivial if it is not in the span of j. The following characterisation of
intriguing sets, which follows immediately from the definitions, is very helpful.
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a group which acts generously transitively on Γ. Let χ, ψ ∈ Cn with χ, ψ /∈ 〈j〉.
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(a) One of the vectors χ and ψ is a non-trivial weighted m-ovoid, and one of the vectors is a non-trivial
weighted i-tight set.
(b) For all g ∈ G, we have ψgχ⊤ = mi.
Corollary 3.5. Let G be a group which acts generously transitively on Γ. Let χ ∈ Cn.
(a) If χ is a non-trivial weighted m-ovoid with m 6= 0, then 〈j〉 ⊥ V− = 〈χ
g : g ∈ G〉.
(b) If χ is a non-trivial weighted i-tight set with i 6= 0, then 〈j〉 ⊥ V+ = 〈χ
g : g ∈ G〉.
(c) If χ is a non-trivial weighted 0-ovoid, then V− = 〈χ
g : g ∈ G〉.
(d) If χ is a non-trivial weighted 0-tight set, then V+ = 〈χ
g : g ∈ G〉.
Proof. Let χ be a weighted 0-ovoid. Obviously, 〈χg : g ∈ G〉 ⊆ V−. Suppose contrary to our claim that
〈χg : g ∈ G〉 6= V−. Then there exists a weighted 0-ovoid χ
′ ∈ V−\〈χ
g : g ∈ G〉 orthogonal to 〈χg : g ∈ G〉.
Hence by Proposition 3.4, χ′ is a weighted tight set; a contradiction. The other cases follow similarly. 
5This means χx = 1 if x ∈ Y , and χx = 0 if x ∈ X \ Y .
6This equality is not obvious, since Lemma 3.2 only shows jχ⊤ =
n(r+1)
n−k+r
. One can use the identities (3) to prove the claim.
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Proposition 3.4 is an excellent tool for showing that a set is intriguing: If one knows a weighted
ovoid χ, then one can see if a vector ψ is a weighted tight set just by considering χgψ⊤. If one knows a
weighted tight set ψ, then one can see if a vector χ is a weighted ovoid set just by considering χ(ψg)⊤
(for each g ∈ G). One needs some general examples for non-trivial intriguing sets to do so, and we shall
construct some simple examples in the following. For a point x ∈ X we write x∼ for the set of all vertices
adjacent with x. We write χM for the characteristic vector of a set of vertices M ⊆ X .
Example 3.6. Let Γ = (X,∼) be a strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, λ, µ). Let α = k(n−k+s)ns+k−s .
Let x be a vertex of Γ. Then χ = αχ{x} + χx∼ is a non-trivial weighted
(α+k)(1− k
s
)
n -ovoid.
Proof. We have to show that χ satisfies the lower bound on χAχ⊤ from Lemma 3.2 with equality. By
the definition of χ, we have
jχ⊤ = α+ k, χχ⊤ = α2 + k, χAχ⊤ = k(2α+ λ).
Together with the equations (2) and (3) one can easily check that χ reaches the lower bound in Lemma
3.2. Hence, χ is a weighted ovoid. The weight of the weighted ovoid follows from the definition. 
Similarly, we get the following analogous result for weighted tight sets.
Example 3.7. Let Γ = (X,∼) be a strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, λ, µ). Let α = k(n−k+r)nr+k−r .
Let x be a vertex of Γ. Then χ = αχ{x} + χx∼ is a non-trivial weighted
α+k
1− k
s
-tight set.
By definition, linear combinations of weighted intriguing sets of the same type are again weighted
intriguing sets. This motivates the following lemma, whose proof is straightforward and we leave it (as a
simple exercise) for the reader.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a group which acts generously transitively on Γ. Let U be a subgroup of G. Let χ
be a non-trivial weighted intriguing set of Γ. Define I as the set{∑
u∈U
(χg)u : g ∈ G
}
.
Then the following holds.
(a) The elements of I are intriguing sets of the same type as χ.
(b) Let ψ be a weighted intriguing set of the same type as χ, fixed by U (i.e., ψu = ψ for all u ∈ U).
Then ψ ∈ 〈I〉.
Recall from Table 1 that all finite polar spaces have a type, and the type e can be easily discerned
from the rank 1 example, having qe + 1 singular points, where q is the order of the defining field. So
for example, the hyperbolic quadrics have e = 0 since Q+(1, q) consists of two singular points (on the
projective line), yet the Hermitian spaces of even dimension have type e = 3/2 as H(2, q2) has q3 + 1
singular points. In general, e ∈ {0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2}. This number will be useful for summarising the essential
combinatorial information of all finite polar spaces in this section. The collinearity graph of the point set
of a finite polar space of rank d and type e ∈ {0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2} over GF(q) is a strongly regular graph
with the following parameters [3, Section 4]:
n = (q
d−1+e+1)(qd−1)
q−1 k = q
(qd−2+e+1)(qd−1−1)
q−1
λ = qd−1 − 1 + q (q
d−2+e+1)(qd−2−1)
q−1 µ =
(qd−2+e+1)(qd−1−1)
q−1
r = qd−1 − 1 s = −1− qd−2+e
mr = q
e (q
d−1)(qd−2+e+1)
(q−1)(qe−1+1) ms = q
(qd−1−1)(qd−1+e+1)
(q−1)(qe−1+1)
Let P be a point of the finite polar space. We write P∼ for all points collinear, but not equal to P .
Then the weighted intriguing set in Example 3.6 equals
−(qd−1 − 1)χP + χP∼
and is a non-trivial weighted q
d−1−1
q−1 -ovoid. The map in Example 3.7 equals
(qd−2+e + 1)χP + χP∼
and is a non-trivial weighted (qd−2+e + 1)-tight set. Let T be the set of points of a generator of the
considered polar space. Then χT is a well-known 1-tight set [3, §3]. We will only use these three intriguing
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sets to show that other vectors are intriguing sets. The collineation group of a finite polar space acts
generously transitively on the point set of the polar space, so we can use Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.8.
Here are some more useful weighted intriguing sets which exist in all finite polar spaces.
Lemma 3.9. Let 0 6 s < d− 1. Let S be a totally isotropic s-dimensional subspace of a finite polar space
of rank d and type e over a finite field with q elements. Then
(qd+e−2−s + 1)χS + χS∼
is a weighted (qd+e−2−s + 1)-tight set.
Proof. Recall that a generator is a 1-tight set and that a sum of tight sets is again a tight set. There are∏d−2−s
i=0 (q
i+e+1) generators through S, and there are
∏d−3−s
i=0 (q
i+e+1) generators through 〈S, P 〉 when
P ∈ S∼. Hence, (
d−2−s∏
i=0
(qi+e + 1)
)
χS +
(
d−3−s∏
i=0
(qi+e + 1)
)
χS∼
is a weighted
(∏d−2−s
i=0 (q
i+e + 1)
)
-tight set. Dividing through by
∏d−3−s
i=0 (q
i+e +1) yields our claim. 
4. The non-existence proof of ovoids of Q+(9, q), q even
We begin with a simple property about the parabolic quadric Q(6, q) that will be useful in the proof of
Theorem 4.4.
Lemma 4.1. Let π1, π2, π3 be disjoint planes of Q(6, q). Then there exist exactly q + 1 lines meeting
π1, π2, π3. These lines span a subspace of dimension 3 meeting Q(6, q) in a hyperbolic quadric Q
+(3, q).
Proof. The planes π1 and π2 span a 5-dimensional subspace α meeting Q(6, q) in a hyperbolic quadric
Q+(5, q). Clearly α∩ π3 is a line l. A line meeting π1, π2, and π3 in a point, meets l in exactly one point.
Hence all these lines are contained in the 4-dimensional space 〈l, π2〉, which meets π1 in a line m. It is
not possible that two such lines g, h meet l in the same point p, since then the plane 〈g, h〉 meets both π2
and π3 in a line, a contradiction since π1 and π2 are disjoint. Consequently, the number of such lines is
exactly q+1, and they span a 3-dimensional subspace, necessarily meeting Q(6, q) in a hyperbolic quadric
Q+(3, q). 
Let O be an ovoid of Q+(9, q) where q is even. Let P1, P2 ∈ O. Denote the section P
⊥
1 ∩P
⊥
2 ∩Q
+(9, q)
by Q+7 ; whose intersection produces a quadric isomorphic to the hyperbolic quadric Q
+(7, q). Let σ1 be
a generator of Q+7 (hence σ1 is a solid). Consider an elliptic quadric Q
−(3, q) embedded in σ1, denote
the point set of this quadric as Q−3 . Let Π be the set of q
2 + 1 tangent hyperplanes at the points of Q−3
in σ1. So Π is a set of planes. Let σ2 ⊆ Q
+
7 be a generator of Q
+
7 disjoint from σ1. Note that for any
plane π ∈ Π, π⊥ is a 6-dimensional space, meeting Q+7 in a cone with vertex π and base a hyperbolic line
isomorphic to Q+(1, q). Furthermore, π⊥ meets σ2 in a point. Define
L = {〈π⊥ ∩ σ2, π ∩ Q
−
3 〉 : π ∈ Π}.
So L is a set of q2 + 1 lines.
Lemma 4.2. Let l1, l2 ∈ L with l1 6= l2. Let P ∈ l1 and Q ∈ l2 be collinear points with P,Q /∈ σ1. Then
P /∈ l⊥2 .
Proof. Suppose, for a proof by contradiction, that P ∈ l⊥2 , or equivalently, l2 ⊆ P
⊥. Then l2 ∩ σ1 ⊆
〈l1 ∩ σ1, Q〉
⊥. Since P /∈ σ1, we have 〈l1 ∩ σ1, P 〉 = l1. Hence, l2 ∩ σ1 ⊆ l
⊥
1 . This contradicts the definition
of L. 
Lemma 4.3. Let l1, l2, l3 ∈ L pairwise different. Let P1 ∈ l1 \ (σ1 ∪ σ2). Define P2 = P
⊥
1 ∩ l2 and
P3 = P
⊥
1 ∩ l3. Then P2 and P3 are collinear.
Proof. Let P1 ∈ l1 \ (σ1 ∪ σ2). Let P2 = P
⊥
1 ∩ l2 and P3 = P
⊥
1 ∩ l3. Suppose that P2 and P3 are non-
collinear. Set P 01 = P1, P
i
1 = (P
i−1
3 )
⊥ ∩ l1 for i > 0, P
i
2 = (P
i
1)
⊥ ∩ l2 for i > 0, and P
i
3 = (P
i
2)
⊥ ∩ l3
for i > 0. By Lemma 4.2, all P ik are points. By P2 and P3 non-collinear, P3 6= P
0
3 . Let i be the smallest
number with P ik = P
j
k for some k and j < i. Then we have P
i
1
⊥
⊇ 〈P i−13 , P
j−1
3 〉 = l3 if k = 1 (and similar
for k = 2, 3) which contradicts Lemma 4.2. Hence, P ik 6= P
j
k for all i 6= j. This is a contradiction as the
number of points on lk is finite. 
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Theorem 4.4. Let q be even and n > 4. Then Q+(2n+ 1, q) has no ovoids.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to consider the case n = 4. Let O be an ovoid of Q+(9, q). Consider two
points P1, P2 ∈ O, and consider the set L. Define P as the set of points X ∈ Q
+(9, q) \ (P⊥1 ∪ P
⊥
2 ) such
that 〈X, l〉 ⊆ Q+(9, q) for at least one line l ∈ L. We show first that for each point X ∈ P , there are
exactly two lines li ∈ L such that li ∈ X
⊥. Let P ∈ P. Then P⊥ ∩ P⊥1 ∩ P
⊥
2 ∩ Q
+(9, q) is a parabolic
quadric section Q6, and the hyperplane P
⊥ meets Q−3 in 1 or q + 1 points.
Assume that |P⊥ ∩Q−3 | = 1. Then there exists exactly one line l ∈ L such that l ∈ P
⊥. Recall that
l⊥∩σ1 is a tangent plane of Q
−
3 . Then |P
⊥∩Q−3 | = 1 implies P
⊥∩σ1 = l
⊥∩σ1. Hence P
⊥∩Q+7 contains
the 3-space 〈l, P⊥ ∩ σ1〉, a contradiction since P
⊥ ∩Q+7 is a parabolic quadric Q(6, q).
Before we proceed to the next case, we will show that there exists a third generator σ3 of Q
+
7 disjoint
from σ1 and σ2, which meets all lines of L. Let l ∈ L and let P ∈ l \ {σ1, σ2}. By Lemma 4.3, the points
P = {P}∪{P⊥∩ l′ : l′ ∈ L\{l}} are pairwise collinear. Hence, there exists a generator σ3 which contains
P.
Now assume that |P⊥ ∩ Q−3 | = q + 1. Consider the three planes P
⊥ ∩ σ1, P
⊥ ∩ σ2, and P
⊥ ∩ σ3,
which we also note are three planes of Q6 = P
⊥ ∩ Q+7 . There are exactly q + 1 lines meeting these three
planes in a point by Lemma 4.1, and these lines span a 3-space α meeting Q6 in a hyperbolic quadric
Q+(3, q). Since α ∩ σ1 ∩ P
⊥ is a line, meeting Q−3 in 0, 1 or 2 points, if a line l ∈ L is contained in
P⊥, then α ∩ σ1 ∩ P
⊥ meets Q−3 . Hence, if P
⊥ contains exactly one line l ∈ L, l′ := P⊥ ∩ l⊥ ∩ σ1 is a
tangent line to the conic Q−3 ∩P
⊥. Consider r ∈ (σ1 ∩ l
⊥) \P⊥ Then 〈l′, l〉 is a plane contained in R⊥/R,
a quotient geometry isomorphic with a parabolic quadric Q(4, q), a contradiction. Hence, for each point
P ∈ P , there are exactly two lines li ∈ L such that li ∈ P
⊥.
Count now the pairs {(l, P ) : l ∈ L, P ∈ P ∩O}. There are k := | O ∩P | choices for P . By the above
argument, there are 2 choices for l given a point P ∈ P , so we find 2k pairs. On the other hand, there are
q2 + 1 choices for a line l ∈ L. For each line l ∈ L, l⊥/l is a quotient geometry isomorphic to Q+(5, q), so
l⊥ contains exactly q2 +1 points of O, always including P1, P2. Hence there are (q
2 +1)(q2 − 1) = q4 − 1
pairs, so 2k = q4 − 1. With k a natural number, this is a contradiction when q is even. 
We conclude this part with two short remarks.
Remark 4.5. We have to clearify the connection of the given proof with tight sets. Consider the situation
of the previous proof, and the weighted tight set that consists of all generators that contain a line of
L, but not P1 or P2. There are 2(q + 1)(q
2 + 1)(q2 − 1) such generators. Hence, we obtain a weighted
2(q + 1)(q2 + 1)(q2 − 1)-tight set as every line of L is contained in 2(q + 1)(q2 − 1) such generators. By
the arguments of the previous proof, we have weight 4(q + 1) on the points of P, but the other points of
the tight set have either weight 0 or are in P⊥1 ∪ P
⊥
2 . Hence,
4(q + 1)| P ∩O | = 2(q + 1)(q2 + 1)(q2 − 1).
The proof is based on a simplification of this tight set.
Remark 4.6. For q even, there exists a natural embedding Q−(3, q) ⊆W(3, q) ⊆ H(3, q2). By field reduction
one can map H(3, q2) onto Q+(7, q). So W(3, q) is mapped onto the Segre variety S3,1 =W(3, q)⊗W(1, q).
The image of Q−(3, q) gives us the q2 + 1 lines L ⊆ S3,1.
5. The non-existence proof of ovoids of H(5, 4)
Recall that an ovoid of H(5, q2) has size q5 + 1. A subspace π of PG(5, q) meets the Hermitian variety
H(5, q2) in a set of points of a (possibly) degenerate Hermitian variety, in other words, the underlying
Hermitian form induces a (possibly) degenerate Hermitian form on the subspace π. Such a degenerate
Hermitian variety is a cone with vertex a subspace α of π and base a non-degenerate Hermitian variety
in the complement of α in π. When we say, for example, that a line l is isomorphic to H(1, q2), it means
that the line meets H(5, q2) in the point set of the Hermitian variety H(1, q2). Likewise, when we say,
a plane π is isomorphic to pH(1, q2), we mean that π meets H(5, q2) in the cone pH(1, q2), p ∈ l and
H(1, q2) ∈ p⊥. The following lemma could be a useful observation in the study of ovoids of Hermitian
polar spaces, as it lead to insight into the case q = 2 of this paper.
Lemma 5.1. Let O be an ovoid of H(5, q2). Then there exists a line ℓ isomorphic to H(1, q2) with 2 6
|ℓ ∩ O | < q + 1.
Proof. Assume that all lines isomorphic to H(1, q2) meet O in 0, 1, or q + 1 points. Call a line ℓ a Baer
subline of O if |ℓ ∩O | = q + 1.
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Case 1. All Baer sublines of O are contained in a plane.
This plane is necessarily isomorphic to H(2, q2), however, |H(2, q2)| = q3 + 1 < | O |; a contradiction.
Case 2. Two Baer sublines ℓ, ℓ′ of O span a solid.
Consider the following set of (q + 1)2 lines, each isomorphic to H(1, q2):
L = {PQ : P ∈ ℓ ∩ O, Q ∈ ℓ′ ∩ O}.
Let s ∈ L. Since s∩ ℓ ∈ O and s∩ ℓ′ ∈ O, we have |s∩O | > 2. Hence, |s∩O \(ℓ∪ ℓ′)| = q− 1. Let s′ ∈ L
with s′ 6= s, s∩ ℓ 6= s′ ∩ ℓ, and s∩ ℓ′ 6= s′ ∩ ℓ′. If s∩ s′ is not empty, then ℓ, ℓ′ ⊆ 〈s∩ ℓ, s′ ∩ ℓ, s∩ ℓ′, s′ ∩ ℓ′〉
is a plane. This contradicts our assumption that ℓ and ℓ′ span a solid. Hence,∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s∈L
s ∩ O
∣∣∣∣∣ = |ℓ ∩O |+ |ℓ′ ∩O |+
⋃
s∈L
|s ∩O \(ℓ ∪ ℓ′)|
= 2(q + 1) + (q + 1)2(q − 1)
= q3 + q2 + q + 1.
The subspace S = 〈ℓ, ℓ′〉 is isomorphic to H(3, q2). Hence, S⊥ is isomorphic to H(1, q2) and contains a
point P ∈ H(5, q2) \ O. Then |P⊥ ∩ O | > q3 + q2 + q + 1. This contradicts Lemma 3.9, that implies
|P⊥ ∩O | = q3 + 1.
Case 3. All Baer sublines of O meet in a point x of PG(5, q2) and are not contained in a plane.
Let ℓ, ℓ′, ℓ′′ be Baer sublines of O that span a 3-space. Choose y ∈ ℓ, z ∈ ℓ′ with x 6= y, z. Then yz is
isomorphic to H(1, q2) with |yz| > 2. Hence, yz is a Baer subline of O with x /∈ yz; a contradiction.

Lemma 5.2 ([3, Theorem 8]). Let r > 1 and let Wr be a subgeometry of H(2r − 1, q
2) isomorphic to
W(2r − 1, q). Then the set of points of Wr is a (q + 1)-tight set of H(2r − 1, q
2).
Lemma 5.3. Let O be an ovoid of H(5, 4). Then there exist P,Q,R ∈ O such that 〈P,Q,R〉 is isomorphic
to the degenerate Hermitian space pH(1, q2).
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, there exists a line ℓ isomorphic to H(1, 4) with |ℓ∩O | = 2. LetW5 be a subgeometry
of H(5, 4) isomorphic to W(5, 2) with ℓ ⊆ W5. By Lemma 5.2, |W5 ∩ O | = 3. Hence, π = 〈W5 ∩ O〉 is a
plane. The plane π is isomorphic to pH(1, 4) as W(5, 2) does not contain non-degenerate planes. 
For the rest of this section, define the following objects.
- Let P be a point of H(5, 4).
- Let ℓ ⊆ P⊥ be a line of H(5, 4) isomorphic to H(1, 4).
- Let W2 be the set of (q
2 − 1)/(q − 1) = 3 subgeometries W2 of Pℓ isomorphic to pW(1, 2) with
ℓ ∩H(5, 4) ⊆W2.
- Let W5 be a subgeometry of H(5, 4) isomorphic to W (5, 2) with W
0
2 ⊆W5 for one fixed W
0
2 ∈ W2.
- Define W3 =W5 ∩ ℓ
⊥.
- Fix a subgeometry Q−3 isomorphic to Q
−(3, 2) in W3 with P ∈ Q
−
3 .
- Let U be the intersection of the setwise stabiliser of W5, the element-wise stabiliser of W2, and the
setwise stabiliser of Q−3 . The group U has size 144.
LetW2 ∈ W2 withW2 /∈ W5. Let Q
−
3 be {Q
−
3 ,W3\(P
⊥∪Q−3 )}; a partition of the points ofW3 \P
⊥.
Let S ∈ Q−3 and let OW2,S be the set of points Q of H(5, 4) with
- Q /∈ W5, Q /∈ P
⊥,
- Q⊥ ∩ ℓ is a singular point R of H(5, 4),
- |QR ∩ S| = 1,
- Q⊥ ∩ Pℓ ∩W2 ∼=W(1, 2).
Let O be an ovoid of H(5, 4). By Lemma 5.3, we suppose without loss of generality |W0∩O | = q+1
and |ℓ ∩ O | = 0. By Lemma 5.2, |W5 ∩ O \Pℓ| = 0. Under this assumption, the equations defined by
Lemma 3.8 with U as the group in question, imply
|OW2,S ∩ O | =
3
2
.
This is clearly a contradiction. So by Lemma 2.3, we have.
Theorem 5.4. The Hermitian polar spaces H(2n− 1, 4) do not possess ovoids for all n > 3.
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We provide a coordinatised description of U and the special weighted tight set above in the appendix.
It is also possible to provide a geometrical description of the involved weighted tight sets without too
much effort. As this argument heavily relies on Lemma 5.3, so q = 2, we see no point in doing so. We do
hope that it will be possible to generalise the given construction in the future.
6. The non-existence results of Andreas Klein and some improvements
Andreas Klein showed in [18] the non-existence of ovoids in H(2d− 1, q2) if d > q3 +1. This result shows
the non-existence of ovoids in certain cases where the result of Moorhouse in [19] does not show it and vice
versa. The approach in [19] is based on the computation of the p-rank of a generator matrix associated
to a hypothetical ovoid, while the approach in [18] is purely combinatorial. With the approach followed
in this paper we can now improve Klein’s result.
Proposition 6.1. Let d > 2. Let Hs be a subgeometry of H(2d−1, q
2) isomorphic to H(s, q2), 1 < s < 2d−2,
s even. Then
(1− q2d−2−s)χHs + (1 − q
s)χH⊥
s
+ χC(Hs),
is a weighted (qs − 1)(q2d−2−s − 1)-tight set.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Proposition 3.4, and Lemma 3.6, we only have to show
((1− q2d−2)χ{P} + χP∼)((1 − q
2d−2−s)χHs + (1− q
s)χH⊥
s
+ χC(Hs))
⊤ (4)
= (qs − 1)(q2d−2−s − 1)
q2d−2 − 1
q2 − 1
.
for all points P ∈ H(2d − 1, q2). We have only four possible choices for P : that is, P ∈ Hs, P ∈ H
⊥
s ,
P ∈ C(Hs), or P /∈ Hs ∪H
⊥
s ∪ C(Hs).
If P ∈ Hs, then
|P∼ ∩Hs| = q
2|H(s− 2, q2)| = q2
(qs−1 + 1)(qs−2 − 1)
q2 − 1
,
|P∼ ∩H⊥s | = |H(2d− 2− s, q
2)| =
(q2d−1−s + 1)(q2d−2−s − 1)
q2 − 1
,
|P∼ ∩ C(Hs)| = (q
2 − 1)|P∼ ∩H⊥s |(1 + |P
∼ ∩Hs|)
= (q2d−1−s + 1)(q2d−2−s − 1)
(
1 + q2
(qs−1 + 1)(qs−2 − 1)
q2 − 1
)
.
Hence,
((1 − q2d−2)χ{P} + χP∼)((1 − q
2d−2−s)χHs + (1 − q
s)χH⊥
s
+ χC(Hs))
⊤
= (1− q2d−2)(1 − q2d−2−s) + (1− q2d−2−s)|P∼ ∩Hs|+ (1 − q
s)|P∼ ∩H⊥s |+ |P
∼ ∩ C(Hs)|
= (qs − 1)(q2d−2−s − 1)
q2d−2 − 1
q2 − 1
.
If P ∈ H⊥s , then the intersection numbers are the same as in the case P ∈ Hs only with (Hs, s) replaced
by (H⊥s , 2d− 2− s). If P ∈ C(Hs), then
|P∼ ∩Hs| = 1 + q
2|H(s− 2, q2)| = 1 + q2
(qs−1 + 1)(qs−2 − 1)
q2 − 1
,
|P∼ ∩H⊥s | = 1 + q
2|H(2d− 4− s, q2)| = 1+ q2
(q2d−3−s + 1)(q2d−4−s − 1)
q2 − 1
,
|P∼ ∩ C(Hs)| = (|P
∼ ∩Hs| · |P
∼ ∩H⊥s | − 1) + (|H(s, q
2)| − |P∼ ∩Hs|)(|H(2d− s− 2, q
2)| − |P∼ ∩H⊥s |).
This shows (4) in this case. If P ∈ C(Hs), then |P
∼∩Hs| = |H(s−1, q
2)|, |P∼∩H⊥s | = |H(2d−s−3, q
2)|,
and |P∼ ∩ C(Hs)| = |H(s− 1, q
2)| · |H(2d− s− 3, q2)|. Again, this affirms (4). 
Corollary 6.2. Let d > 2. Let Hs be a subgeometry of H(2d−1, q
2) isomorphic to H(s, q2), 1 < s < 2d−2,
s even. Let O be an ovoid of H(2d− 1, q2). Then
|Hs ∩ O | 6 q
s+1 − qs + q2s−2d+2 + 1.
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Proof. Let O be an ovoid. We may assume that Hs ∩ O is non-empty. Let χT be the weighted (q
s −
1)(q2d−2−s − 1)-tight set of Proposition 6.1. By Lemma 3.3, χOχ
⊤
T = (q
s − 1)(q2d−2−s − 1), and since
H⊥s is empty, χOχ
⊤
T = (1 − q
2d−2−s)|Hs ∩ O | + |C(Hs) ∩ Hs|. Hence |Hs ∩ O | + |C(Hs) ∩ O | = (q
s −
1)(q2d−2−s − 1) + q2d−2−s|Hs ∩ O | and
(qs − 1)(q2d−2−s − 1) + q2d−2−s|Hs ∩ O | 6 | O | = q
2d−1.

Using Andreas Klein’s arguments together with Corollary 6.2 for s = 2, one obtains:
Theorem 6.3. The polar space H(2d− 1, q2), with d > q3 − q2 + 2, does not possess an ovoid.
The same arguments yield a similar bound for Q+(2d− 1, q), which was not considered in [18].
Theorem 6.4. The polar space Q+(2d− 1, q), with d > q2 − q + 3, does not possess an ovoid.
The best known bounds on ovoids of H(2d− 1, q2) or Q+(2d− 1, q) are due to Blokhuis and Moor-
house [5]. In contrast to the results here their proof is purely algebraic and gives no information on
the hypothetical structure of an ovoid. Similar arguments also give the following existence conditions on
ovoids of parabolic quadrics, but in this case better geometric results are known [1, 15, 23].
Theorem 6.5. The polar space Q(2d, q), with d > q
2+3
2 , does not possess an ovoid.
Appendix A. The weighted tight set used for H(5, 4)
We use the Hermitian form x31 + x
3
2 + x
3
3 + x
3
4 + x
3
5 + x
3
6. Let {0, 1, a, a
2} be the elements of GF(4).
Let U1 be the setwise stabiliser of the points spanned by the following eight vectors:
(0, 1, 1, 0, a, a), (1, a2, 1, 0, 0, a),
(1, 0, 0, 1, a2, a), (0, 0, 1, a, a, a2),
(1, a2, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, a2, a2, a, a, 1),
(1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, a, a, 1, a2).
The group U described in Subsection 5 is isomorphic to U1 ∩ PGU(6, 2). The group has 34 point
orbits, here given by their representatives.
(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, a) (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, a2)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, a2)
(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0) (0, 0, 0, 1, a, 0)
(0, 0, 0, 1, a2, 0) (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1)
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, a2) (0, 0, 1, 0, a2, 0)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, a)
(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, a2) (0, 0, 1, a, a, 1)
(0, 0, 1, a, a, a) (0, 0, 1, a, a, a2)
(0, 0, 1, a, a2, 1) (0, 0, 1, a, a2, a)
(0, 0, 1, a2, 0, 0) (0, 0, 1, a2, a2, 1)
(0, 0, 1, a2, a2, a) (0, 1, 0, 1, a, 1)
(0, 1, 0, a, 0, 0) (0, 1, 0, a, a, 1)
(0, 1, 0, a, a, a2) (0, 1, 0, a2, 1, a2)
(0, 1, a, 1, a2, 0) (0, 1, a, a, 1, 0)
(1, 0, 0, 1, a2, a) (1, 0, a, 0, 1, a2)
(1, 0, a2, a, 0, a2) (1, a2, 1, 0, 0, a)
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Put the following weights on these orbits (with the same order) to obtain a weighted 36-tight set.
(5, 0,−2, 0,−7, 3, 16, 0, 2, 0, 10, 0, 0, 0, 24, 12, 0, 36, 0, 0,
−9, 6,−6,−6, 0, 0, 2,−8, 6, 24,−12, 0, 0, 0)
In the notation of Subsection 5, ℓ is the 30th orbit, P is the 34th orbit, and the 9 remaining totally
isotropic points of 〈P, ℓ〉 are in the 14th, 31st and 33rd orbit. The assumption says that there are 3 non-
collinear points of the ovoid in the 14th orbit. All orbits except 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 25, 26, 32
contain no point of the ovoid, since their points are in the perp of one point of the 14th orbit. The orbits
16, 18, 25, 32 are empty, since they are subsets of W5 and all 3 points of the ovoid in W5 are in the 14th
orbit. Let Oi denote the i-th point orbit. Hence,
24|O15 ∩O | = 36.
This is a contradiction, since |O15 ∩ O | is an integer.
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